Laser frequency noise immunity in multiplexed displacement sensing.
Digitally enhanced interferometry (DI) can be used to distinguish between interferometric signals and simultaneously monitor in-line object displacements with subnanometer sensitivity. In contrast to conventional interferometry-where these signals interfere with each other and degrade performance-we experimentally show that by using DI, each of these signals can be isolated and measured at the same time. We present what we believe to be the first demonstration of DI's signal multiplexing capabilities, showing simultaneous length sensing of three sections of an optical fiber. The cross talk between length measurements was less than 2.6×10(-3) with a displacement noise floor of 200 pm/√Hz, which corresponds to a strain sensitivity of less than 80 picostrain(pϵ) in each sensor. We also enhance our system's displacement sensitivity at low frequencies by combining information from multiple lengths to suppress errors due to laser frequency noise.